
Good day we are from the Romulan galaxy ( Sector Z-6 Romulus was the inhabited second planet of the 

Romulan system in Sector Z-6 of the Beta Quadrant. It was the adopted homeworld of the Romulans 

following their exodus from Vulcan, and the capital planet of the Romulan Star Empire.) 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Romulus-Augustulus 

and picked up your beacon. we welcome you here there are many of us, 

I see that you seem to have the most diverse amounts of individuals, all seeming quite unique.  

I am from draco (one of the individuals I saw) Draco, genus of the lizard family Agamidae. Members of 

the genus are commonly referred to as flying lizards, because scaly membranes between the forelegs and 

hindlegs allow them to glide from tree to tree. There are more than 40 species of Draco. 

On our homeland base there are few of us yet by only mere observation of our external self we are 

wounded, people fear what they do not understand.  

How many are left of your kind. 

Our species above a hundred, but that is still very little 

And you, we are here (light pale milky white skin), I believe I have met you once before, yes, a being 

similar to me but not me in essence. We are a crystalline race only showing in physical form to you.  

Do you have anything to share with me this day 

 

What about grounding how do you ground when you are in space where are you dropping your cord? 

Funny humans so you are on earth a planet fed by the vibrational pull of your orbit and always trying to 

ground 

You are so grounded yet you forget this aspect. There is always something touching the earth the planet 

you dwell on, it doesn’t not have to do with grounding in that literal sense, it is about grounding within 

the heart structure 

People when in fear they breathe rapidly inconsistent with who they are some even stop breathing literally 

hold their breathe, jumping out of their skin in the literal form. By breathing into the heart structure and 

bringing that structure in and around your body, creating a etheric orb, you will begin to radiate energy 

of the entire solar system, universe, earth plane simultaneously.   

From here can you move through your life as you say heart forward.  

When you heart is forward then you are resonating in the frequency of presence grounding in your 

terminology is only finding your presence of self here in the stratosphere.  

How to stay outside of the third dimension. How to look ahead and forward, up and down, backwards 

and left and right at the entirely same time the same moment in time.  

My dear we come to you daily now all an aspect of the same self, derived by the same substances yes 

different as every grain of sand we are all symbiotic of each other, yes of course you feel the differences 

of our individuated selves just as you do the people on earth, but in the essence of your selves we are 

the same, we are all one, combining collectively the create a unified field amongst all that is, though you 



see much space, it is similar to the aspect and the cells within your body structure here, you are not 

filled to the brink as you would believe you have the space, see that space as the night universal depth 

every expanding  moving outward, inward, the space itself even though it appears undefinable is 

breathing like all else. 

Feel that now 

Ended in a meditation 

 

There is always something touching the Earth, the Planet you dwell on, Grounding doesn’t have to do 

with grounding in the literal sense, in essence it is about grounding within the heart structure.  

When operating in fear, people tend to breathe rapidly, inconsistent with who they are, some even stop 

breathing literally holding their breathe, jumping out of their skin in the literal form. 

By breathing into the heart structure and bringing that structure in and around your body, creating a 

etheric orb, you will begin to radiate energy of the entire solar system, universe and Earth plane 

simultaneously.   

From here can you move through your life, as you say heart forward.  

When you heart is forward, being directed by your heart, then you are resonating in the frequency of 

presence and conscious awareness. Grounding is finding your presence of self here within the 

stratosphere, your coordinates.   

Think about it when you are flying in a plane you still “feel” you are connected to the Earth as you move 

over various locations, you may drop an etheric cord as you begin to recognize the places you may have 

been, places where you know someone, you are still connected to the Earth, just seeing the world from 

a different perspective. Your feet are not planted on the Earth, yet you still are connected to all that is. 

How can you look ahead and forward, up and down, backwards and left and right and below, at the 

entirely same time the same moment in time? 

 


